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Abstract

Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells incorporating microchannels (D < 500 lm) can benefit from improved fuel delivery
and convective cooling. However, this requires a better understanding of two-phase microchannel transport phenomena, particularly
liquid–gas interactions and liquid clogging in cathode air-delivery channels. This paper develops optical fluorescence imaging of water
films in hydrophilic channels with varying air velocity and water injection rate. Micromachined silicon test structures with optical access
and distributed water injection simulate the cathode channels of a PEM fuel cell. Film thickness data vary strongly with air velocity and
are consistent with stratified flow modeling. This work facilitates the study of regime transitions in two-phase microchannel flows and the
effects of flow regimes on heat and mass transfer and axial pressure gradients.
� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell is a
promising portable energy conversion device for an emerg-
ing sustainable energy economy. Recent efforts to improve
the efficiency and power density of PEM fuel cells have
led to a reduction in size of the gas delivery channels. While
these microscale channels promise performance improve-
ments [1], they also present challenges in terms of water
management within the fuel cell and the associated heat
transfer and thermal management challenges [2]. Liquid
water both enables and impedes the performance of a
PEM fuel cell. While necessary in the membrane for proton
conduction, liquid water in the gas diffusion layer and chan-
nels obstructs the transport of reactants to the catalyst sites
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[1,3,4]. Therefore, excess water produced at the cathode of
the PEM fuel cell must be evacuated quickly. Furthermore,
in small channels surface tension dominates and can lead to
flooding of the diffusion layer and clogging of the gas chan-
nels. Design for optimal performance requires a thorough
understanding of the interaction between surface tension,
phase change and convective transport in the two-phase
flow in the cathode microchannels.

Despite its impact on the performance of PEM fuel cells,
there has been relatively little previous work on determin-
ing liquid–gas flow regimes and detecting liquid film thick-
nesses in microchannels. Some liquid imaging work has
been performed using gamma densitometry, X-ray tomo-
graphy, and capacitive sensors [5,6]. However, these mea-
surement techniques do not allow microscale flow regime
characterization, which is of particular concern in this
application. Therefore, optical techniques providing flow
visualization are an informative alternative. Tuber et al.
[7] visualized water in the cathode channels of a PEM fuel
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Nomenclature

P wetted perimeter (m)
A cross-sectional area (m)
sw wall shear stress coefficient (kg/m s2)
si interface shear stress coefficient (kg/m s2)
Re Reynolds number
f friction factor
u velocity (m/s)
q density (kg/m3)

C geometric factor for friction factor
W correction factor for two-fluids interaction

Subscripts

G gas phase (air)
L liquid phase (water)

45 x 20 m 
Water injection slot

45 x 500 m
Air channel

45 x 20 μm 
Water injection slot

45 x 500 μm
Air channel

Fig. 1. Diagram of a microfabricated silicon experimental structure. A
2.37 cm U-shaped air channel with rectangular cross-section (500 · 45 lm)
simulates the cathode gas delivery channels of a fuel cell. Water is injected
through a 45 · 20 lm slot.
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cell, but did not make quantitative measurements of the
film extent. There have been multiple studies examining
the liquid component of two-phase flows in microchannels
in terms of void fraction measurements using white light
and fluorescent imaging regardless of flow regime [8–10].
Ursenbacher [11] and Wojtan [12] suggest a PLIF tech-
nique that reveals the shape of the liquid–vapor interface
of stratified flow by reconstruction of distorted images.

This paper develops a fluorescence technique for mea-
suring the liquid film thickness distribution and determin-
ing flow regimes in microchannels relevant to PEM fuel
cells. Microfabricated silicon microchannels replicate those
found in PEMFC gas delivery systems, while water injected
into the channels simulates liquid entering the cathode
channel due to chemical reaction and electro-osmotic drag.
This approach allows for a controlled water ‘‘production’’
without the unsteady, non-uniform behavior of actual fuel
cell reactions. This is of particular importance in order to
decouple the problem of water entrainment into the micro-
channels. The water, seeded with fluorescein dye, is imaged
through a microscope onto a CCD camera. Liquid film
thickness is determined by counting pixels above a thresh-
old intensity. Threshold values are determined by examin-
ing the intensity profile and uncertainties due to setting the
threshold intensity are considered. Film thickness data is
shown as a function of air and water flow rates and com-
pared with the predictions of a separated two-phase flow
model. Significant trends in the data which characterize
the flow regime are discussed.

This data is critical for improving models for two-phase
transport in PEM gas delivery microchannels. The tech-
nique developed here provides important information
about the interactions between the gas and liquid phases
in the microchannels, a major driving force behind heat
and mass transport management within the fuel cell.
2. Experimental method

2.1. Microfabricated experimental structures

The micromachined silicon test structure is depicted in
Fig. 1. Water is injected into a rectangular air channel at
a single location approximately one-third of the channel
length from the inlet of the gas channel. The 45 lm deep
channels are carved using the process of deep reaction
ion etching (DRIE). Through holes are also created using
DRIE to form inlets and outlets for the fluids. Pyrex glass
is anodically bonded to the silicon wafer to seal the channel
and provide optical access [13]. Channel depth is controlled
by the etching time. The channel depth of 45 lm was veri-
fied by focusing a calibrated microscope on the top and
bottom channel surfaces.
2.2. Experimental apparatus

Fig. 2 shows the setup for controlling experimental
parameters. The experimental structure is placed faced
down upon an inverted microscope. Images of the flow
are captured with a CCD camera (1392 · 1040 pixels). A
10· objective lens allows the full 500 lm width of the chan-
nel to be captured in a single image, with each square pixel
corresponding to a 0.465 by 0.465 lm area.

A differential pressure transducer in-line parallel with
the chip measures the pressure drop across the microchan-
nel. Compressibility calculations verify that the error intro-
duced by the contraction of the flow path from 1/8 in. OD
teflon tubing to the rectangular channel is negligible. The
air flow rate is varied by adjusting a downstream needle
valve under choked flow exit conditions. Tubing lengths



Fig. 2. Schematic of experimental setup.
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downstream are minimized to reduce settling time between
exit pressure conditions when the needle valve is adjusted.
2.3. Fluorescent imaging

Fluorescent imaging provides detailed information
about the flow regime and water film extent within the
channel. Using fluorescence imaging, the air/water inter-
faces are more clearly distinguishable than with white light
imaging. Fig. 3 is a comparison of white light and fluores-
cence imaging of the injection region for a single stratified
flow within the microchannel. Water injected into the chan-
nels is seeded with a 0.5 mmol concentration of fluorescein
dye to enable fluorescent visualization of the flow. Fluores-
cence excitation is achieved with a broadband metal halide
lamp combined with an FITC filter cube on an inverted
microscope.
2.4. Measurement procedure

Fluorescent images are captured at multiple water flow
rates for fixed inlet air pressures and varying exit pressures.
For an inlet pressure of 15 psig, average inlet air velocities
ranging from less than 1 m/s to greater than 25 m/s were
achieved. For an inlet pressure of 30 psig, maximum air
velocities approaching 60 m/s are attained. At each exit
Fig. 3. Comparison of (a) white light and (b) fluorescent imaging of water in
injection slot measures 20 · 45 lm, creating a nearly two-dimensional flow.
pressure, images of the flow are captured once the system
achieves a steady state. Between settings, the channel is
evacuated of water by opening the exit valve to atmo-
spheric and allowing the air to clear the water film. This
prevents any surface tension induced hysteresis.

Under most flow conditions, fluorescent images are taken
at a single location approximately halfway between the
water injection slot and the downstream bend of the chan-
nel. At low air velocities, large fluctuations in the film thick-
ness along the length of the channel were observed and
therefore multiple locations along the length of the channel
are imaged. Under high air flow rates, a downstream insta-
bility develops in the film, causing the appearance of wisps
of fluid departing from the film into the air stream. In these
cases, the film thickness is measured closer to the water
injection point where a stable film adheres to the wall.

Absolute and differential pressure and mass flow rate
measurements are also recorded at each flow condition.
Pressure measurements were collected and averaged in sets
of 100 readings. Mass flow rates were measured at 12.5 Hz
and averaged over at least 30 s.
2.5. Data analysis

Average inlet air velocity values are calculated from the
measured mass flow rates. The mass flow rate is divided by
jection region of stratified air–water flow in 500 · 45 lm channel. Water



Fig. 4. Thresholding technique. Large difference in film thickness between
high and low threshold measurements only appears in high air velocity,
low water flow rate conditions. It may indicate the presence of interface
curvature in the 3rd dimension. (Air velocity = 22.9 m/s, Water injection
rate = 10 ll/min).
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the temperature and pressure dependent air density and the
cross-sectional area of the gas channel.

Film thickness measurements are extracted from fluores-
cent images of the flow using a simple threshold intensity
pixel counting technique. After subtracting the average
background intensity from each image, the profile of the
intensity was examined at a typical flow cross-section.
From this profile, two threshold values of intensity were
determined, representing a low and a high intensity reading
which might reasonably represent the edge of the film. Typ-
ical background intensity was 100; typical film intensity
was 900. The threshold values were set at intensities of
250 and 600. Upon examination of many of the images,
it was determined that the same threshold values were valid
for all images.

For each threshold value, images are processed such
that each pixel with intensity greater than the threshold is
assigned a binary value of 1, otherwise the pixel is assigned
a value of 0. Fig. 4 illustrates the transformation of a raw
image into high and low threshold binary images. In this
manner, the film thickness at each cross-section of the
channel is easily calculated by summing a column of pixels.
There are 1392 cross-sections (columns) in each image, and
the recorded film thickness is the average over these cross-
sections. For conditions at which the flow exhibits large
stationary waves, the film thickness is averaged over all
of the images collected.
2.6. Uncertainty

2.6.1. Velocity

Two mass flow meter readings were compared: a ther-
mal mass flow meter with a quoted accuracy of ±3% mea-
sured value, and a laminar pressure drop flow meter with
an accuracy of ±0.015 SLPM. Velocities calculated from
the thermal mass flow meter readings are reported with
an accuracy of ±5% MV, including uncertainties in the
channel depth and air density. There is a constant velocity
offset of 1.2 m/s between the two flow meter readings.
2.6.2. Film thickness

There are several sources of uncertainty in this optical
measurement technique. Less significant sources include
the two-dimensional nature of the measurement which
yields depth-averaged fluorescence intensities that are a
function of the depth of field of the microscope objective
as well as limitations of resolution due to finite pixel dimen-
sions. In some cases, optical effects cause unphysical varia-
tions in fluorescent intensity near the edge of the film likely
due to internal reflection by incident, scattered, and emitted
light. These fluctuations may be an obstacle when extract-
ing quantitative information from fluorescent intensity, but
they do not significantly affect this thresholding technique.

Uncertainty due to threshold value setting for the film
becomes significant at high air flow rate, low water flow
rate cases as shown in Fig. 4. Under these conditions there
is a grey region of nearly 10 lm between the film thickness
measured by high and low threshold values. This interest-
ing phenomenon may be due to the presence of a meniscus
or three-dimensional shape of the fluid film, which causes
regions of lower fluorescent intensity at the top and bottom
of the channel and blurs the appearance of the interface in
the two-dimensional imaging technique, which is focused
near the vertical center of the channel. Other means of cap-
turing this flow phenomenon and reducing this uncertainty
are being investigated. The results presented in this paper
use the average of the thicknesses calculated from the
two threshold values. The error bars for this uncertainty
are shown at high air velocities.

Alternatively error bars on low air velocity, large film
thicknesses represent the conditions of high water flow rate
and low air flow rates which create stationery waves in the
film along the length of the channel. The magnitude of
these waves varies with flow conditions. Of the images
recorded along the length of the channel, the standard devi-
ation of film thickness due to variation in film thickness
was around 50 lm. A transition occurs when the film thick-
ness is less than about 100 lm, and these stationary waves
are no longer observed. An appropriate explanation and
non-dimensional parameter for this transition is being
pursued.
3. Stratified two-phase model

A one-dimensional separated two-phase flow model has
been developed to predict the liquid film thickness in a rect-
angular channel with a flat air–water interface as sketched
in Fig. 5. Considering each fluid separately and neglecting
mass exchange between the two-phases, the model solves
mass and momentum conservation equations in the flow
direction assuming equal pressure gradients for each fluid,
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Fig. 5. Cross-sectional plane for two-dimensional stratified two-phase
flow model. Film thickness is calculated by equating air and water
pressure gradients in the flow direction, with equal interface shear stress
and velocities.
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where P and A are the wetted perimeters and cross-sec-
tional areas, respectively. Both depend on the film thick-
ness. swL and swG represent the wall shear stress in the
liquid and gas phase respectively, while si represents the
shear at the interface between the two fluids. The shear
stresses account for both the channel geometry and the
interaction of the two-phases (moving interface) by means
of a modified friction factor,

s ¼ 1

2
qu2f ; where fRe ¼ C �W ð2Þ

This friction factor multiplies a geometric component, C,
based on the aspect ratio of the channel by an interface
modification factor, W, which is derived from an analytical
solution to stratified two-phase flow between infinite plates.
4. Results and discussion

Film thickness data are plotted as a function of air flow
rate for four water injection rates in Fig. 6. For a given
water injection rate, the liquid film thickness decreases
Fig. 6. Liquid film thickness data for four injection rates in a rectangular
microchannel as a function of air velocity for an inlet pressure of 2 atm.
non-linearly as air velocity increases. When the film is
thick, it is very sensitive to the air velocity. Slight increases
in air velocity result in substantial decrease of the film
thickness. At high air flow rates, the water film thickness
asymptotes toward a minimum film thickness. Further
increases in air flow rate no longer affect a substantial
increase in the water velocity. Interestingly, these are the
same conditions under which a gray intensity region causes
uncertainty in the edge of the water film and the shape of
the air–water interface. The stratified water film may tran-
sition to a new flow regime in order to adjust to the increas-
ing air velocity.

At low air flow rates, the water film fills a large portion
of the channel, forming stationary waves along the length
of the channel, which could be the result of varying surface
tension forces along the wall balancing inertial and shear
forces under low air flow. Another explanation for this
shape could be the interaction of purely fluidic forces in
the channel, although this seems unlikely due to the large
relative magnitude of surface forces in the channel. Higher
air flow rates suppress the growth of the liquid film and the
stationary waves dissolve into a flat film as the water veloc-
ity increases. This transition occurs around a film thickness
of 100 lm.

Higher water injection rates increase the film thickness
and decrease the air flow rate for a given pressure drop
across the chip. This effect is most prominent when water
injection rates are low and changes in injection rate pro-
duce larger increases in film thickness.

Fig. 7 examines two of the above cases in detail and
compares measured film thickness data with those pre-
dicted by the two-phase stratified flow model described in
ig. 7. Liquid film thickness data compared to predictions of a stratified
o-phase flow model for two water injection rates in a 500 · 45 lm
ctangular microchannel (C = 21.4, WL� 0.5, WG� 1, Wi� 1).
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the previous section. The model accurately predicts the
measured film thickness for the geometry and flow rates
considered, both at a low water injection rate and at a high
water injection rate, as depicted in Fig. 7.

5. Summary and conclusions

The measurement scheme presented in this paper is an
important tool for understanding, observing, and measur-
ing flow regimes and flow regime transitions in two-phase
microchannel flow. We have measured liquid film extent
in stratified two-phase microchannel flows for the purpose
of characterizing flow regime parameters and transitions.
This information is used to verify model predictions of
the two-phase flow, providing insight into the flow physics.
Future experiments will incorporate heating and humidifi-
cation of the channels to examine heat and mass transfer
phenomena in stratified and other two-phase flow regimes
in microchannels.
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